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Navy reverses decision
Bettiker not required to repay Navy ROTC
By Irene C. Kuo
Citing "extenuating circumstances," the Navy has
reversed its decision to seek repayment of tuition
money from Robert L. Bettiker '90 and Harvard
graduate David E. Carney, two midshipmen disenrolled from the Naval Reserve Officers' Training
Corps because they are gay.
'"1 didn't expect to go to court, but 1 didn't expect the Navy to come out
with an official statement,
si
either," Bettiker said. "I
thought they would just
table the issue."
-.
1
.v;
A Navy spokesman mainS
7
tained that the ruling would
not affect the resolution of
future cases.
"Each case is reviewed on
Its' own
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Kenneth Peng '92 spikes the ball against his Wesleyan
doubles opponents. MIT won 7-2.
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The council's decision to deny
Wolfe tenure has been criticized
by students and faculty for sending the "message to junior faculty plain and clear, to do your research, do a lot of it, do it well,
and 'do only what you have to
with teaching and service," said
Associate Dean for Student
Affairs Travis R. Merritt, who
heads the Unldergraduate Academic Support Office.

deision.

Jeremy M. Wolfe PhD '81

adding that there had been
"no uproar" at the Navy.
While Bettiker expressed
hope that the Navy's de-

sent during Residence/Orientation Week.
In addition, Delta Pi's membership will'be "subject to a final
review and evaluation by the IFC
in one year," according to the
proposal.
Delta Pi decided to postpone
its rush until the spring to allow
time for the group to gain character within the dormitory system, according to President Lawrence P. Lubowsky 392. "Without
having existed as a fraternity in
the dormitory system, we don't
feel we can give freshmen an
honest opinion on what it will be
like to be in our fraternity, he
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The spokesman, however, denied speculation that
the ruling marked the advent of a change in the pol-

(Please turn to page 2)
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Results of UA Referenda
Some have also charged that
Wolfe was punished for being an
exciting lecturer and a popular
teacher. Specifically, some stu'dents and faculty claim that his
research received greater scrutiny
because of perceptions that efforts he made to be a good teacher took time away from his
research.
"The stereotype is there, but
whether or not it influences decisions" is not clear, Wolfe said in
an interview yesterday.
Smith, while holding that the
tenure process is based equally
on research, teaching and service,
admitted it is "much easier to
measure research than other elements." While this leads to a
"tendency" to give research more
weight, Smith said, "there is not
any intent to ignore teaching."

Wolfe -won the Baker Foundation Teaching Award for untenured faculty members last year.
The 'award is frequently referred
to as '"the kiss of death," because
its recipients are often denied
(Please turn to page 15)

IFC votes to admit Delta Pi fraternity
By Andrea Lamberti
Delta Pi, the fraternity recently
created by some former Alpha
Epsilon Pi members, was admitted to the Interfraternity Council
Wednesday night, by a vote of
17-0, with one abstention.
The IFC admitted the new fraternity as "a member with full
privileges and responsibilities,"
according to a proposal submitted by the brothers of Delta Pi.
The fraternity will "not actively participate in fall rush," but
will rush this summer "in anticipation of a delayed rush during
the spring term, 1991," and will
have an information booth pre-

new midshipman has been
withheld.

tion of Bettiker's and Carl
ney's cases reflected a change
AfiIi
cision would help others
in the Navy's overall policy
caught in a similar situation,
on repayment of scholarship
he called the ruling a "bandSt
funds from midshipmen disaid solution" because it did
missed because they are
not address the issue of disgay," hre wrote.
David H. OliverlThe Tech 8Y
crimination against gays-and
David
H. Oliver/The
"Must I look forward to
hearing from midshipman
lesbians in the military.
Robert L. BettikEar '90
"The Navy is still denying that they kicked out after midshipman who has been ordered to repay
someone who could do a good job," he said. Bet- funds which - as the Navy acknowledged with retiker said he was willing to serve but did not say gard to C.arney and Bettiker - he should not be
whether he and his lawyer would press the Navy to required to pay?" Studds continued.
return his commission.
Bettiker first received news of the decision while
being interviewed on campus by NBC Nightly

A career of commitment
to MIT undergraduates

Mike Niles/The Tech

Pentagon. The name of the

he said,

nenire

By Linda D'Angeio
After a second review of the
tenure case of Associate Professor of Brain and Cognitive Sciences Jeremy M. Wolfe PhD '81,
the council of the Whitaker
College of Health, Sciences, and
Technology broke with the unanimous departmental recommendation and voted to deny the popular lecturer tenure.
The second review was the result of a request by Provost John
M. Deutch '61; who offered to
create a new BCS faculty seat
and provide the necessary resources if Wolfe were granted
tenure.I
Deutch made the offer at the
urging of many faculty and administrators in 'recognition of
the service and teaching commitment that Dr. Wolfe has made'
to MIT undergraduate education,.
according to BCS Department
Head Emilio Bizzi.
While Deutch's offer freed the
case from "budgetary and financial concerns" and led BCS to
unanimously approve Wolfe, it
did not convince the Whitaker
council to reverse its previous

icy that bars homosexuals from serving.
To his knowledge, Bettiker and Carney were the
only students asked to repay the Navy after being
disenrolled for homosexuality. The spokesman did
not know the total number of gays removed from
ROTC.
But just as the decision not to seek reimbursement from Bettiker was announced, a gay midshipman dismissed from another
:e_ NROTC unit contacted US
Representative Gerry E.
Studds (D-MA). Studds,
>
who in March asked the Secretary of the Navy to review
737^Mw-^
.Bettiker's
..
and Carney's
cases, immediately disanother letter to the
.>M
:~~·is . . .patched

said.
IFC president Miles Arnone
'91 also commented that the fraternity probably needs "to do a
little soul searching and decide
what their identity's going to be."
The process by which Delta Pi
was admitted to the IFC was
unique. There are set policies for
admitting new independent living
groups, for example, and for readmitting ousted ILGs, Arnone
said. But because the new fraternity is made up of former members of AEPi, which was reorganized by the AEPi national
organization earlier this semester,
(Please turn to page 15)
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Questions

Divestm-ent, ROTC
change win support
Bly Chitra K. Raman
In the largest voter turnout in
recent history, students who voted in the Undergraduate Association's special referendum on
Monday and Tuesday called for
divestment from companies doing business in South Africa and
for ROTC to end discrimination
based on sexual orientation.
Voters also overwhelmingly
agreed that students engaged in
peaceful demonstrations should
not be arrested. Out of 4162 eligible students, 54.7 percent cast
votes for three questions on these
issues.
In response to the first question, '"If the ROTC programs do
not change their policy of discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation within the next four
years, should MIT disassociate
from ROTC?" A total of 1071
students (47.1 percent) voted
"yes." Forty-two percent of the
voters rejected the referendum,
and 249 (10.9 percent) had no
opinion.

On the issue of divestment,
students were asked "Should the
MIT corporation divest all its
holdings in firms doing business
in or lending to South Africa?"
A total of 1037 students (45.6
percent) favored the question;
822 students (36.1 percent) voted
"no;" 417 voters (18.3 percent)
voiced "no opinion."
The final question asked stu(Please turn to page 2)

Medical Department
denies insurance refund
request from MIT ProLife. Page 2.
Baker cancels Sex God/
Goddess contests and
reforms 'Urchin Alert"
system. Page 2.
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Pro-Life refund request denied
By Miguel Cantillo
In February, the MIT Medical
Department rejected a proposal
from MIT Pro-Life that would
have refunded students the portion of their insurance used to
pay for abortions.
In its request for a refund,
MIT Pro-Life cited the policy of
Harvard University, which gives
refunds to students who have
serious reservations on the issue
of abortion. Harvard's refund
amounts to about $1.75.
In a letter addressed to MIT
Vice President and Secretary of
the Corporation Constantine B.
Simonides '57, Pro-Life said that
the "hardest thing to understand
is why MIT's commitment to
safeguarding its students' moral
convictions should be less than
that of other schools. As confirmed to us by Harvard prolifers, such an option is indeed
provided by the medical department at their university."
MIT Pro-Life was rebuffed by
the Medical Department, which
explained that returning insurance money would throw the
system into chaos. Linda L.
Rounds, executive director of the
Medical Department, said that
giving such a refund would set a
negative precedent. "Anyone
could then claim a refund on

money that pays for procedures
that they object to," she said.
Rounds also said that a refund
would defeat the idea of insurance, which is that people "band
together." She also believed that
the Medical Department would
not adopt a refund system similar
to Harvard's.
Former MIT Pro-Life President Monnica J. Williams '91
said that such arguments were
not reasonable, and that MIT
Pro-Life only wanted a token
amount refunded to emphasize
their stance on abortion.
Some referrals criticized
The Medical Department does
not actually perform abortions,
but refers women to other clinics,
according to Chief of Student
Health Services Mark A. Goldstein. But the "Blue Cross/Blue
Shield student insurance fees are
used and pay for a variety of services, one of which is abortions,"'
he -said.
Approximately 80 abortions
were funded by the -the MIT
Health Plans in 1989, according
to Nurse Coordinator Dolores
Vidal. However, "not all of the
referrals we make are for elective
abortions," she said. "Some are
actually miscarriages."
Health Plan members include

Voters in UA poll favor divestment, ousting ROaC
(Continuedfrom page 1)
dents to agree or disagree with
the statement "Students who protest in a peaceful, non-violent
and non-threatening manner
should not be arrested. When
students in such organized demonstrations violate MIT rules or
policy; arrests should be reserved
for situations where students present a direct physical. threat to
safety on campus." The majority
of voters, 1774 students (78 percent), agreed with the statement,
and 324 students (14.2 percent)
disagreed. Votes of "no opinion"
made up 7.8 percent of the total
return.
Voter turnout high
David L. Atkins Jr. '90, chair
of the referendum proceedings,
said voter turnout was high because of the volatile nature of the
issues and the fact that polling
took place at course registration.
"We hoped to at least bring every
student to the polls," Atkins
explained.

Also, the polls were open for
two days because "we wanted to
get the highest participation possible to get the most accurate results," he added.
The distribution of Course
Evaluation Guides during the
polling did result in controversy
among some students, however.
Some students felt that they were
coerced into voting under the
condition that it was the only
way to receive a CEG guide.
"This was not our policy," said
Atkins.

Atkins explained that on
Monday some of the poll-workers
were somewhat over-zealous in
an effort to get people to vote,
and it might have appeared that
obtaining a CEG was contingent
upon voting. Signs were posted
later Monday and on Tuesday to
clear up the misunderstanding.
"We were especially careful to
make sure people realized this,"
said Atkins. He further explained
that issuing the CEGs at the voting tables was meant as a kind of
"reward" to people who voted.
"We didn't want to penalize those
who didn't," he said.
In Atkins's view, the validity of
the poll was in no way compromised. "I'm very satisfied this is
a fair and accurate referendum,"
he said.

Referenda gauge student
opinion on MIT and ROTC
UA Vice President Colleen M.
Schwingel '92 said that the results of the ROTC vote back up
the MIT administration's position
and that they "'send a really
strong message to ROTC."
In a recent letter-to Secretary
of Defense Dick Cheney, Provost
John M. Deutch '61 urged the
military to reverse its discriminatory policy against homosexuals.
Schwingel believed many of the
votes against breaking ties with
ROTC could have resulted from
the desire to preserve ROTC
scholarship money, which is vital
to the financial needs of ROTC
students. "I think the number of
'yes' votes would have been more
if more [students) realized the
other avenues from which' to
obtain money," she said.
Robert L. Bettiker '90, who
was disenrolled from ROTC last
fall after he told his commanding
officer he was homosexual, said
he 'was pleasantly surprised"
with the results. "I hope that it
won't come down to a showdown
between ROTC, and MIT ...
and I hope that the [Department
of Defense] will change the policy to prevent" a possible showdown on the issue," he added.
The vote demonstrated that it
is not just a group at MIT, but
the whole undergraduate body
that feels strongly about the reversal of ROTCs discrimination
policies, said Imtiyaz Hussein
'91, president of Defeat Discrimination at MIT.
"The students have made their
position clear," he said. "'I'm
really glad to be at a school
where the undergraduate body
will not tolerate discrimination
and are willing to go to the point
of having ROTC leave campus if
its policies are not changed within four years."

the issue more," Bapna said. If
the UA could write a proposal
which would not necessarily require MIT to divest all of its
holdings in South Africa but
which had the support - of 80
percent of undergraduates, it
"would carry a lot of weight
[with the,- administration]," he
-said.
Coalition Against Apartheid
member Laura G. Spark G said
the referenda were useful in
gauging opinion in the undergraduate community and will
prove useful in directing the co*
alition's efforts to further educate undergraduates on the issue.
Steven D. Penn G, another
CAA member, was encouraged

by the number of students who
voted in favor of MIT divesting.
That number, 1037 in favor of divestment, was more than in 1986,
he said, when 895 approved a
similar question.
But the 895 who voted for divestment four years ago represented -58 yperent of the-e vote, a,,
larger percentage.than this year.
In particular, Penn felt that ftiei
Uvas recent colloquium entitled'
aShould MIT DiveSt?" -had. a
positive influence-on the referendum. It informed people of the
opinions of black South Africans
on divestment, and might have
contributed to the increase in
voter participation, Penn said.
However, Penn was quick to

student-protest and dissent,y
SchwmI'hgel said that:i` &'resultfs of
the referendum ·were expected-.
..Bapna 'did express his- concern
'over -its validity, however. The
UA council's use of the words
"peaceful protest" and "physical
threat" are subject to interpretation and cause ambiguity, he
said. '"That ambiguity doesn't
make the question that valid."
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Bettiker not required to pay
(Continued from page 1)
"The producer gave me a copy of the letter from
the Secretary of the Navy and asked me if I had
seen it," Bettiker said. He later received a copy of
the same letter from his former commanding officer, Captain Robert W. Sherer.
The letter, dated April 27, took I1 days to reach
the MIT ROTC unit. "Things travel slowly at the
Pentagon," a Navy spokesman explained.

terminating the ROTC relationship had such a
long-range deadline attached to it, and since no
other decisions have been made; I wouldn't relate
the two."

i

L
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No decision on Army cadet
The Army has not concluded its review of James
M. Holobaugh, a gay cadet discharged from Army
ROTC.at Washington University who was also
asked to repay his scholarship. A spokesman said
the Navy's ruling would have no effect on Holobaugh's case.
Like Bettiker's lawyer, Holobaugh's lawyer expressed dismay at the Navy's decision not to address
the larger issue of discrimination against homosexuals and expected a tough battle ahead.
"Most of the challenges to the policy [barrinig homosexuals] have come from people already in the
military and then kicked out,"^he said. "it is much

The spokesman did not know how NBC got a
copy of the letter. "There are leaks all over [the
Pentagon]," he said. He denied that the Navy made
its decision after discovering NBC was going to cover the story. "That's not a reason for a'decision as
important as this," corroborated Sherer.
Sherer did not think that anti-ROTC demonstrations at MIT had influenced the outcome, either.
"The ruling on Bettiker's case was a rather shortnotice response," he said. "Since the prospect of

harder when you're on the outside trying to get in.n
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Dive right in and call Shawn
at 253-1541. Or drop by
a my Sunday for pizza at 6 pm.
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Voters in favor of
divestment, peaceful protest
The results for the divestment
question indicate that many peopie are undecided on the issue,
UA president Manish Bapna '91
observed. But Bapna was a bit
surprised that 45 percent of the
undergraduates were in favor of
MIT divesting all holdings from
South Africa.
"What I feel we [the UAJ
should be doing now is studying

point out that the referenda
alone would not have far-reaching e-Zerts on the administration.
"It's almost. unheard of for theadministration to take into account what the students think,
especially' if win
difgreement from
· their policies," he said.
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w I Thornburgh asks Mexican authorities

China releases over 200 protesters
China'said it has freed another 211 protesters who had
been arrested after last year's pro-democracy movement.
It is the second- massive release this year. The release
comes shortly before President Bush has to decide whether to renew "most favored nation" trade breaks for China. The official Chinese news agency said 431 people are
still in custody~and under investigation.

East Germans protest the possibility
of no work after reunification
Tens of thousands of East Germans stopped working
yesterday to protest the prospect that they may not have
work after East Germany unifies with West Germany.
Unions for teachers, textile workers and farmers ordered
the stoppages as parliament talked about the merger.
Economists said West German production may overwhelm
many of East Germany's inefficient factories. And West
German chancellor Helmut Kohl warned today that the
East must agree to reorganize its economy before it can
start using West German money as its currency.

NATO ministers meet in attempt
to reduce weapons stockpile
North Atlantic Treaty Organization defense ministers

agree that the' alliance has an overabundance of battlefield
nuclear weapons-'but they don't yet agree on exactly
how many are too many. The nuclear planners are in the
Canadian province of Alberta, in the last day of a reevaluati on prompted by easing' East-West tenrsions. They
ordered aides to come up with plains on: how to reduce the
short-range; niuclear weapon stoclkpile.

ii -.-..
· ·. rexican
aqa'lan
¢.o~le~rac%:crash
Co
Mohawk reservations - .

for more suspects in kidnapping case
Attorney General Dick Thornburgh is inviting Mexican
authorities to deliver more suspects wanted in the 1985
kidnapping and murder of an American drug agent. He
said he would have no objection to a repeat of the controversial operation by Mexican authorities that brought a
doctor in US custody.
The Mexican government is strongly protesting last
month's arrest of a Mexican doctor in connection with the
case. The doctor was whisked across the border and
turned over to federal drug agents. Thornburgh said highranking Mexican police officials helped bring the doctor
to the United States.

The House has won the first skirmish over the " family
leave" bill, but supporters didn't show enough strength to
override the veto President Bush has promised. The vote
was 237-187, short of a two-thirds majority. The bill that
would require employers to give workers unpaid leave for
family emergencies might never make it to Bush's desk.
Senate approval is not considered a sure thing.

Over 2 million Americans are frequent
cocaine users, Senate reports

Pan Am reaches agreement with
Scotland crash victims

A recent Senate report said almost 2.2 million Americans use cocaine at least once a week. Judiciary committee chairman Joseph Biden of Delaware called the study
h9as alarming as it is tragic." A survey by the National In-

Pan Am has reached an agreement with some victims of
the flight 103 disaster in Lockerbie, Scotland in December
1988. Aaron Podhurst of Miami, FL, who represents victims who had been on the ground during the crash, made
the announcement. Neither he nor Pan Am would disclose the terms of the agreement. But Podhurst said it
does not affect the suits filed by families of the 259
victims on the plane who died when a bomb went off.

stitute on Drug Abuse had estimated fewer than 900,000
hard-core addicts. But the senate report expressed doubt
about those figures. It also said Washington, DC, has the
highest per-capita rate - about 33 users per every 1000
residents.

Baltic republics
may. exchange supplies

Drug counts against Barry
increase to 14

The Baltic republic of Estonia called on its neighbors to
get together on and coordinate policies as they seek independence from the Soviet Union. If the plan is approved
by Latvia and Lithuania, it would move the three republics closer together. All three said yesterday that they
agreed to e"change agricultural supplies without going
through central Soviet organizations.

27 reported dead in- Mexican plane
dduring papal visit
authorities -said'at least 27 people died after.a

-fiery

plane crash: near the country's Guaternalan border.
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House. vote not enough to override
potential presidential veto

e

A federal grand jury in Washington, DC, returned six
new misdemeanor counts against the 54-year-old mayor
Marion Barry. The new counts raise the total number of
drug counts against him to 14. The new charges are in
addition to three felony perjury, and five misdemeanor
possession counts filed shortly after his arrest in an FBI
drug sting in January.
The new indictment charges Barry with one count of
conspiracy to possess cocaine and five misdemeanor

.counts of possession.'
A statement issued by US attorney Jay Stephens said'
~:the
conspiracy -count alleges that from the fall of 1984,un·:
,til -his .arrest, Barry, 'obtained; pos sesged and used, cocaine
Towder and crack" at more thar.-20-locations,, including
private -homes, hotels, businesses and government offices
,inside and outside the US.
Conviction on -the new counts alone would cairry penlalties of up to one year in prison and a fine of $100,000.
If BArry -it-convicted of a -felony, he would be barred
from holding office or running -for re-election'. His term
expires this year and he has not announced officially if he
will run again.
Barry has already pleaded innocent to the eight previous counlts. He is scheduled to go to trial June 4 for all 14
charges.
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Christian Science practitioner
takes the stand in Twitchell case

Seasonal weather continues

A Christian Science practitioner took the stand today at
the manslaughter trial of David and Ginger Twitchell.
Nancy Caulkins was called in to treat two and a-half year
old Robyn Twitchell before he died of a bowel obstruction
in 1986. She conceded during testimony in Suffolk Superior Court that.Christian Science founder Mary Baker
Eddy taught that church members could call in medical
doctors for an opinion without fear of excommunication.

The present storm system is on its way out, with
skies clearing Friday evening. A high pressure
center, located to our south, will move in behind
the cold front, and bring clear skies and cooler
temperatures for Saturday. However, another batch
of moisture will arrive during the day on Sunday.
Temperatures should remain seasonal through the
period, with moderate winds.

Frank denies knowing his
home was used to sell sex

- ---

Grain Eievator
_ _
--~~~~I
-% - --· -1 ~~~~~~I

Harvard Epworth
United Methodist
Church
1555 Massachusetts Ave.
opposite Cambridge Common
SundabyWorship: 9 and 11am
Undergrad Forum: 5:30 PM

Friday afternoon: Cloudy in the afternoon, with
clearing by evening. High 68°F (20'C).
Friday night: Skies clearing. Low 48°F (8.9°C).
Saturday: Sunny. High 68°F (20'C). Winds shifting

Congressman Barney Frank is on the defensive again countering charges that he knew his home was being used.
by a male prostitute to sell sex. Frank has released a letter
written by his former landlady who described the Massachusetts Democrat as "stunned" when he learned of the
illegal operation. It is his response to a female prostitute's
claim that Frank knew about the prostitution ring. The
House ethics committee is investigating the matter.

LOWEST RATES

oe
at

west to northwest 20 mph. Low 46°F (7.81C)
Sunday:.Clear, then becoming cloudy, with showers
possible. High 65 °F (18.3 °C).
Forecast by Yehs-Kai Tung
Compiled by Andrea Lamlberti
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I feel that M~IT's recent decision to limit the number of National Science Foundation fellows
which it-will accept is unwise sand
short-sighted. The implication
that NdSF fellows are some kind
of enormous burden on the Institute is ridiculous; competition for
the program is intense and NSF
fellows represent the best of
domestic graduate students, the
very same that MIT should be
recruiting heavily.

Su

or

PMITF's stateda desire is to ]have
NSF fellows becom~e research or
teaching assistants; is it currently
the belief of the adininistration
that NSF fellows sit in their offices and engage in thumb twviddling? They come here to work in
the same manner as regular
research assesitanats, distinguished
only by the fact that they bring
their- own funding. Of course,
this support does not cover the
full cost of a y~ear's graduate re-

Recent calendar changes
not in students'-intere'sts

e ovvslow
search, but- turning down the
$18,700 that NSF is willing to
provide makes little fiscal sense.
Is this to be done simply because
the remainder must come from
the Institute's General Furnd instead of the meager research bud.get -of some untenured faculty
memaber?
,I retain the hope that MIT's
goal is to bring the best under.
graduate -studetits.-graduate
students and faculty together to
learn and di'scover, rather than to
simPlY keep the books balanced
by means of exorbitant tuition,
high overhead, and regressive
fellowship policies -

(The Tech received a copy of$ Those who were absent must
MIT does not define the
this letter add~ressed to memberss have misinterpreted the importance
of
these
changes.
This
bounds
of graduate research;
of thse faculty.)
"quick fix" fails to address the each NSF fellow who -selects inAs you should be aware, the real problems of HASS-D finals, stead an institution with greater
calendar changes proposed by the 12-unmit classes witha 20 hounrs of respect for ~his
or her accompilishW'illiam M. Siebert '46 commit-e work, and the stress and pressure ment. is a loss for MIT. Tlhle Institee were passed at the last fac~ulty
of the average MIIT student. The tute shopuldt· be preparqd to abmeeting by a vote of 41-6 ["'Fac- calendar chtanges are simply for- sorb part of the cost of each and
ulty denounces arrests," April mat alterations. They do not pro- every-one of these students in or20). The committee which set vide a comprehensive look at all der to retain gradruate students of
forth this proposal defined its the aspects which the issue af- the: hiihet caliber and -provide
goal as two-ffold: (ly to reduce fects. In reality, our problems' opportunities for faculty without
the number of cornflict exams in have very little to do with the outside funding sources. It seems
each semester; and (2) to relieve physical calendar.
reasonable"that additional fundthe stress and pressure students
VNhat is, most distressing is the ing (however unlikely) ithsit NSF
suffer during the final exam peri- lack of student input in 'the pro- receives would be better spent inodt. Unfortunately, the rerarrange- cess of developing the calendar. It creasing the number of fellow~ment:of the calendar does little to is astounding that students were ships rather than their size, in
daiminish the stress p'lacedl upon not included on a coinmittee .light - of the desperate need for:
students'and in many respects in-- which affects us direc~tly, on such PhD's in the'UUmited Sta~tes.
creases- it, not only dumring~eexams,
a-~bas'ic structural -level irr"ourr daibut throughout the term.
ly lives. ~Perhaps this is th e, reat: What incenses-mae most about
.What negative affects wilf; .-Ot flaw-~in thecakndar ;;~et rs
h~t
.:f~a~P.I~y
Ph studetIT,
guq 4 th* students~m
th~sid~chan es have on students?
foo the .ide" ~ .t Kg-,,--'1hardball,,game!' being pfliyedf
I
ib Loss of 1AP weekend., Due- unreceptive
&ei
iS~
e~fuiu'r~e,-','wie _,$ipcef-l
government.
to the intensity of Independent
lf&,~you
willrantfrom
us thetW're90,ectf'
s 6p4e_ artd
Activities Period classes, manyra
0- -?ilftvnvlved~
Legend, s-S9,
eyc the"Ag
-beb'
Ai
~
~~~~j
--.
whHere
-th
y·
want and
students may nbwvchoose,J'O~ not,ning-J
nformu',ating
po.liciedles
ihe'ratheyanre-ww~tedl
urge the
take them so as a~void the' consewhich will affect
-.
1,t.-~enjs·th:s~iute:calt
quences of having no.jbre-ak berethiiik hlis d~fdsiion' in light of its
Colleen` Schi~jpgeC`1192
fore the work of spring term. In
VicePesd~n
dettimefital
effects on the quality
additio~n, students wuho rely onincome during IAP may find ·it
Undergraduate Association, 0·f graduate education at -MIT..
extremely difficult to find emwith the approval of-th IVA'
Robert Calhoun "90
E~xecutive Boardk
ployment for less than 'a full
month.
9 Cut-bllack on long weekends.
As one student phrased it, "Fatigue is cumulative; sleep is not."
Four-day weekends have given
students a chance to escape
stress, catch up on work, and visit home for emotional support.
By eliminating these breaks, the
pace and pressure are ultimately
increased.

Reu s-able china and silverware
vanish from campus dinin-g h-als

We would like to express our
concern to the student bodly regarding the loss of clhina-and~silverware from- the campus dining.
halls, especially Lobdell and
'Walker.
Share A Vital Earth (SAV1E), a
e Extend~ing Finals Period.
student
environmentarmt
list organiExteending the exam period byy
zation,
has
been
working
with
one day does not alleviate the
MIT
Food
Service
since
January
possibility of having four exams
on the first two days of exams in to reduce the amount of dispozsthe spring term. The length of ables used in the cafeterias.
the "xam period is irrelevant if These plastic and paper disposstudents are not given proper ables pollute in their production
time to prepare. Remrnoving a and use up valuable resources.
ARA was very responsive to
reading day in the fall only serves
this
proposal. They implemented
to worsen the situation and
the
first
stage of a plan to minmipromote cramming.
mize disposables, by mi~id-March.
It was obvious that the faculty This included offering china
present forithe vrote-had~already plates at the sandwich, pizza and
made up their minds on the issue. salad counters, in addition to chi-

na bowls andi more silverware. It has now been brought to our
attention tha9t more than half of
the newly purchased china and
silverware has -disappeared. This
seriously threatens the continuation of the program. To avoid
having to revert tPo disposables
and all their problems, we
strongly urge each person to return any 'borrowed"n china or silverware to the dining halls.
Your cooperation in this matter
will help our continued environmental efforts with ARAl.
Y9our
actions are impor~tant; please
makes them count.
Thank you.
Amy Ravin '91
Jenny Zemachat~t
'91
on behalf~of SA VE'l
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No more Twinkies: Gray in black South Africa

Column by Bill Jackson

There's' good news in the UA referen- black.
Thoughts like this (accompanied by lots
dum results showing that the voting undergraduates approve of MIT divestment by a of Lipton Iced Tea) will lead you to think
margin of almost 10 percent. Even though up something like the following list. Here
fascist-seeming UA Voting booth workers are eight reasons "Why Paul Gray would
dominated the first day ("You vant a be better off as a young black man in
Course Evaluation guide? Vell, it vould South Africa."
1) He would no longer be overweight.
seem -ve have vays of making you
Black South Africans generally live below
vote...."), the UA apologized and had
what Americans would consider the
all of the confusion cleared up by Tues"poverty level." The government elimiday's voting, making the vote a clear
nates jobs held by non-whites before any
divestment victory.
Yet Paul Gray sticks with his hard-line other jobs, and many of these people simargument that MIT divestment will do ply cannot find jobs they need. Livinag
nothing'to help South Africa, or at least without any income would tend to cut
not enough to balance out the hardships it down on one's Twinkie supply.
would cause the Institute. President Gray
2) He would be relieved of all the awful
has stated'that divestment would be noth- responsibilities which bog his life down.
ing but a "transfer of ownership" of the One would be the responsibility of dealing
stock in question. He also has pointed out with those nasty protesters sitting and
the many other connections, including talking, singing and dirtying the grass. In
some in the Industrial Liaison Program,
fact, he wouldn't even have to worry about
that MIT would need to sever in order to the responsibility of voting for his own
remain morally consistent with divestment. country's government. The fact is, he
How can you argue with Paul Gray's wouldn't be allowed to vote for the govlogic? Since we can't be moral and good in ernment, saving him a difficult and inconone area, why bother being moral and venient trip to the polls each year.
good in any areas? And as these round3) He would no longer have to huff and
about arguments continue, I begin to won- puff around that much-too-large house.
der if any of them make sense in the face Yes, no more slipping into a terrycloth
of the horrible policy the -South African bathrobe at 3 am and making that long
government refers to as apartheid. If 'trip all the way downstairs to steal a chicksomeone as smart as Paul Gray is willing en leg from the refrigerator. His South Afto support apartheid even in an indirect rican home would probably be smaller
and "merelysymbolic way, it must not be as than his present bedroom. What a convebad as we think. In fact, maybe Paul Gray nience! And he'd better learn to fight
would prefer to-be a young Southi Aifricanl those nasty urges to have that shanty torn

down, because that's the only roof he's
going to have over his head.
4) No more having to travel with the
backbreaking schedule he currently holds.
In fact, thanks to the pass laws, his travel
would be very restricted and he might not
even be allowed to travel across town, let
alone across the state or country. Think of
all the free time he'll have when he doesn't
have to worry about adding up all those
bonus miles.
S) He would no longer have to worry
about how to spend all the money he
makes. Blacks in South Africa generally
have no worries about becoming as well
off as President Gray. No more worries
about making arrangements with alumni
or picking out the office carpet for this
lucky guy.
6) As a South African black, the government would even give him a hand in selecting who his sexual partners will be!
Yes, under the "Immorality Act"' he won't
even have to think twice when a lovely
young South African white woman walks
up to him. To his relief, the government
has thoughtfully made sexual activity between whites and non-whites illegal. Young
Paul will know for sure to "just say no" to
interracial sex. Of course, interracial
marriage would be completely out of the
question.
7) Never again will he have to deal with
such issues as the diversity of rush. All the
recent controversy about housing international students together in one dorm or
Project Interphase students in the same

hall couldn't possibly happen in South Africa. I mean, nobody would complain because that's the sort of thing they love
under Apartheid!
8) Finally, he wouldn't have to make any
decisions regarding MIT divestment in
South Africa. This one really is too bad,
because maybe if all of the above were
true, Paul Gray would have a different
opinion about whether or not large American universities should divest from com-

panies doing business in South Africa.
Maybe.
You see, MIT is considered a leading
name in more than just technology. MIT is
considered to be a place where intelligent
people study and work. Is our attitude toward South Africa (and companies helping
the South African economy) an intelligent
one? Apparently the voting body of the
UA doesn't think so.
MIT can't make a difference? Large
chunks of stock up for sale on the market,
accompanied by the might of the MIT
News Office promoting the divestment,
will make a difference. A beaming President Gray telling NBC Nightly News that
"MIT had to make the moral decision"
and encouraging other universities to do
the same will make a difference. Winded
speeches on the complications involved in
divesting - that's what won't make a
difference.
Tech columnist Bill Jackson '93 is a bit
worried that he'll no longer be allowed to
call Dr. Gray ,Uncle Paulie" in the halls.
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Wolfe's tenure denial - no surprise, just regret

Column by Rebecca Kaplan and A. J. Babineau
The word'is out. Last week, the Council
Df Whitaker College handed down the
long-dreaded decision denying tenure to
Professor Jeremy M. Wolfe PhD '81. Was
it a surprise? Of course not. After all, he
lid receive-the Kiss of Death, also known
as the Baker .Teaching',Awaid. In truth,
ur, first reaction' to thei news"that Jeremy
had won the Baker Award was dismay, be-ause it is well-know'sn N4I1 lOre that if
;omeone is a good enough teacher to earn
recognition for it, he/she certainly can't be
1good. enough'..researcher to deserve

:enure
First. of all, let's look at the assertion:hat Jremy is one of the best, if not the
test, lecturer at MIT. As long as he has
teen teaching Introduction to 'Psychology
9. 00), it has been, substantially oversubvcribed. He has received consistent rave rediews in -the Course Evaluation Guide
earning a 6.4 on a scale of i-7 this year),
marning the highest evaluation of any
)rofessor for a class that size.
Lest you think that the popularity of
).00 is based on its being a gut course,
hink again; 9.00 fulfills the HASS-D reiuirement, which means it has a minimum
if 25 pages of writing (in the form of
-esearch papers) assigned, as well as a
nidterm and a final. He is a brilliant and
rifted teacher, who manages to inspire stuients to enjoy, to care, and to learn. That

is no small accomplishment.
Furthermore, Jeremy himself cares
about the students. He is on several committees examining student life at MIT, acts
as- chair for the steering committee on p'sychology, has provided dozens of students
with UROP projects over the years, and
serves as both freshman advisor and thesis
advisor, to dozens of undergraduates. He
has an open-door.-policy toward his students, always making time to help them
work out a wrinkle in their schedules. He
4is-genuinely committed to contributing to
a healthy learning -environment for undergraduates.
"So," you say, 'it's clear why he was denied tenure. He spends all his time with
students, and doesn't have any decent research to show for himself." That is simply
untrue. The tenure process is complicated,
but some facts are clear. The Department
of Brain and Cognitive Sciences is part of
Whitaker College. Thislmeans that tenure
decisions in Course 9 first get voted on by
the departmental council, and then move
on to be approved by Whitaker council.
The council of Course 9 voted unanimously to grant Jeremy tenure. Such a
show of confidence is truly impressive,
and only serves to reemphasize how deserving Professor Wolfe is of receiving
tenure. His vision research is considered
world-class. Nonetheless, Whitaker coun-

cil denied him tenure.
Recently, MIT has boasted increased efforts to examine the relevance of the human element in science. The ability to understand human interactions is gaining
importance for scientists throughout the
world. In order to ensure that scientific research will have a positive impact, those
conducting the research require a meaningful. comprehension of human needs.
In the light of these facts, we find it
both surprising and dismaying that many
influential members of the MIT community do not feel a stronger commitment to
the field of human psychology. The study
of human behavior has many applications
to our lives. MIT students don't generally
aspire to be junior lab technicians; we may
hope to be lab directors, or managers, or
administrators. It is unwise and unrealistic
to discount the value of understanding
people.
If Jeremy is not given tenure, we can't
expect him to remain at MIT past next
year. Perhaps the Institute will claim that
they will find someone else to teach 9.00,
but those of us who have taken the class
with Jeremy will not be satisfied with that
response. We can't imagine a comparably
talented psychology teacher would dare
come to MIT now, given the blatant and
antagonistic message that Whitaker has
sent- down.
We question the priorities and the

decision-making criteria of the Whitaker
council. We called Professor Kenneth A.
Smith '58, the director of Whitaker College, and asked for a list of the council
members. His office informed us that they
did not have such a list. Somehow, it is
hard to believe that the office of the director does not know who is on the council.
At no point were we told that we simply
could not be given this information. Next,
we called the office of the administrator of
Whitaker College, and were told that
someone would call us back later that day
with the list. Later, someone left us a telephone message stating that some other student was discussing this issue with Professor Smith, and that therefore they saw no
need to give us the list. The amount of
blatant falsehoods and obstruction we encountered is unnerving.
We call on the MIT Academic Council
to review this tenure decision. Perhaps the
members of Whitaker council are not the
individuals best equipped to assess Professors Wolfe's contributions to MIT. Students and faculty should voice their dismay at this decision to the Whitaker
council, if they ever come out of hiding.
Rebecca Kaplan is a sophomore in the
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences. A. J. Babineau is a senior in the
Department of Humanities majoring in
Psychology.
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many respects the center of product innovation, it makes every bit
of sense to keep abreast of these
developments and give young scientists and engineers and opportunity to see them first hand. Yet,
this is not the only area that Japan has become a force to reckon
with. Japan is now the largest
creditor nation on earth and has
the third largest defense budget.
As the largest donor of overseas
aid, it will have an increasing impact on developing countries
around the world. Japan's international influence will continue
to spread far beyond the technological realm.
The overly technical focus that
the MIT Japan Program has chosen is misdirected. The program
should actively support all students who are interested in gaining exposure to Japan regardless
of the field they have chosen to
concentrate in at MIT. This will
ensure that in the future there
will be a wide mix of people who
are "smart" about Japan. _
Peter Evans G

ing this summer, just more
difficult.
There are at least two objections that can be raised against
this shift. First, science, engineering and management are already
among the most well-endowed areas at MIT and should not be the
exclusive recipients of yet another
source of funding. (The MIT Japan Program now has a capital
endowment of over $2 million.)
Second and more importantly,
the decision suggests that only
certain exchanges with Japan are
worthwhile. Indeed, after listening to the staff of the program
speak at an orientation meeting
this week, I realized that they see
themselves as being at the vanguard of creating a new generation of American technocrats
who are "smart" about Japan.
However, a wider, more open
policy about whom at MIT can
benefit from US-Japanese exchanges should be maintained as
well as a broader Vision of how
society as a whole can benefit
from these exchanges.
Now that Japan has become in
_
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Live-in House Managers, Seek
couple to supervise apartment in
Somerville for 6 young women,
aged 16-18 transitioning to independent living. BA/MA, 2,-years
experience. Room and board plus
stipend $13,500 - $1 8,QO. Sub-e1,
mit resumes immediately-to:.
Christine Sonnhalter, Cambridge
Family and Children's Service,-99
Bishop Allen Drive, Cambridge, MA
02139
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Volunteer
Opportunities

The Children's,WlsB Foundation
illchildrertwithfa
fillmentofawish.h
Crag Shagold is a seven-yera-ld
boy sIfferipg frm termina leauemia. His wish is to receive more
postads tLei my othapeson, ever
before he dies, and to make it into thc
Guineas Book of World Records.
Please tate a few momaus to sAd
Craig a postcard. Take a few more
moments ard Uk your fandly and
friend to sad Cnig a postcd. His
address is:

Crag Shergold,

Womsen's LUnch Place
This soup Idtchen for women ruem
volutem to help move thtan to their
summer location of Arlingto Street
Church Theirnew sumrschedule
is toserve meals Mondays through
Fridays. ThIey also need help with
wrapping gifts for Mother's Day.

Contact: Susain at27-693 r2670200.
Medkeadieereme
mtom
mowmoming

Fair Food

o
by helping mak sure peiiihables get
tohmndred ofchildrenwho needthen
- donate an hour of your time to help
loadbread onto trucks, 7:30-8:30 am.
at the end of W
exiw
St. in Cambridge (Armld~s Bakery). Loaders

Compie yte MIf Pubic Srice
Center, rmn 3-123, x3-0742
.

ae needed Monday, Thurfday, mg
Siurday Mornings. Contact; Nancy
Jamison at 28920729.

Public -Service,Center
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Responsible professional couple on
academic leave,. seeks house - sitting. Harvard and Radcliff. (Bunting'
affiliation. Sept..'90 - Set-.; 91.
Call (203) 349-0517.,*
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$ Cash.for Used: Books'$.
Buying current edition 4iextbooks at
up to 50% of the current price.. al
the MIT.I.T. Coop at Kendall-Square
Book. Dept. We pay cash..Some
restrictions apply.
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Attention: Postal JobsF; Start
$ 11.41 /hour! For application info
call (602) 838-8885, Ext. M-4058,
6am-10pm, 7 days.
ie

Send~~~
You copo
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The SMAR
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St., NW W ,:

Accou
, F-nt,

'.'hIngo,
DC 20007o
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COLLEGE
GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN
BY LIBON
NO DOWN
PAYMPflENT! *

·i

A

LOW BAPNK
RATES

I
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SPECIAL CREDIT AVAILABILITY
A special program to make credit availabi
for you to purchase or lease a brand new
Volkswagen of your choice. provided you mee
the qualified criteria listed.
TOOUALIFY FOR OUR PLAN. YOU
IMust take delivery of a vehicle no later than Dev 31
1990

*N,,st hav- completed one of the following
two year accredited college le 9 , ljnior
eonmintlnlti

collegc)

Fourryear accredited Xollege or unliversitv
Masters or Doctorate program or
Registered Nurrsilg program
-Must be pesrnmanentlyemployed of have verifiable cor
rltnlent for emnploment
*May not have dnV derogatory credo;
*Must provide three 03) ersonal references who can I
cortacte1 directlv
*MUst be buvyrg or leasing a vehicle for which the pr
posed paymenlt willnot exceed 259b of your gfoS
,nonthly income

Or
mail the coupon.on.
'Stafford (GSL) .Perkins, SLS
and HPSL.
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Consolidate your student loans with the
SMART IWAN Accourt from Sallie Mae,
and you could reduce yow initial payments
-by up to 40o.To qualify, you need to consolidate $5,000 or more in eligible loans.*
And with the SMART WDAN Account, youll
also get your choice of repayment plans, plus
a low interest rate. If you like tMe sound of
those numbers and want to find out more, call

our number today at
1-800-524-9100

,TO QUALIFY FOR NO DOWN PAYMENT DELIVER
MUST BE fAKEN BY JUNE 30, 1990 OTHERWISE
54. DOWN PAYMENT WILL BE REQUIRED

_4~~A

do

ChildreD's Wish Foun dation, 32
Perimeter Center East, -Atlanta,
GA 30346.

Franklin Park Coalition
Help kids mid adults build kites for a
kite-fesm Help is needed with the,
"how-to's" of building kites and the
assemblyofkits rsom9 Am. to2ppm.
this Saturday May, 12. Contact:
Jamiese Martin at S24968.%

L

I

is dedicated to providing teuniially

MUS Homelessnes Inltiratve
If you have &free Saturday ftiis summer why not visit Dorchester with
MIT Homelesncess
tIatidve? Students from HI will be taking a field
trip to Dorchester every Saturday
begfinmg Jume 9th to work with Fair
Foods - a food savage program that
obtains extra food, that would othewise be thrown out, to hundreds of
people. IU group will meetin Lobby
7 at 10 amL For more info contact:
Rosins Samadaul at S-9542

Japan program should admit non-science students
"Go to Japan!" That is the rally of the MIT Japan Program
found in the halls throughout
campus.
The staff of the MIT Japan
Program, however, has recently
decided to exclude a large portion of the student body from the
program. Undergraduates majoring in such fields as the humanities, political science, architecture, and urban- studies and
planning are now ineligible.
Graduate students from these
departments may still apply, but
their chances appear to be diminishing.
Richard J. Samuels PhD '80,
the director of the program, has
stated that in the future the MIT
Japan Program will devote the
bulk of its resources into providing internship opportunities in
Japan to students in science, engineering and management. Samuels claims that it is more difficult to find placements for
students who have concentrated
outside these areas. Not impossible, as suggested by the students
the program has or will1 be send-
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Referendum voting policy draws criticism
Monday, I went to Lobby 10 to
vote in the Undergraduate Association referenda. After getting
into the several-minute line, the
student -ahead of me said this was
the line for Course Evaluation
Guides. Beclause it also seemed
clear that it was the voting line, I
asked her about it, and she told
me you had to vote to get the
CEG. This struck me as extremely illegitimate, It reminded me of
the Soviet Union's technique of
giving ration cards out at polling
places so that they could brag
about 99 percent voter turnout.
When I reached the head of
the line and spoke with the UA
representatives, I complained
about the policy. They told me
A few students have complained to. me about the coordination of Course Evaluation
Guide distribution and the administration of the Undergraduate Association referendum. On
behalf of the Election Commission, I would like to clarify the
procedure and dispel any taint of
impropriety in the referendum.
It was never the policy of the
UA to withhold CEGs from students who refused to vote. Our
policy was to ask all students
who requested a guide to vote as
well. As with any new procedure,
especially one as hectic as this,
misunderstanding arose and some
poll workers were overzealous in
soliciting votes. As the day wore
on,-we worked to improve the
process and prevent problems.
Ojn .the second day, we made.itcl- that any undergraduate w667lwanted a CEG could have one.
Whether or not the UA has a
right to control the distribution

that students who insisted on not
voting did not have to. However,
they did not see any impropriety
in letting students believe that
they had to vote to receive the
guide.
Election commnissioner David
I,. Atkins Jr. '90 told me that the
CEG is a service provided by the
UA, implying they should be able
to make the students jump
through whatever hoops they
wanted. (As a two-term assistant
editor of the other guide - the
Underground Guide to Course
VI - such an attitude seemed
strange. We're happy to give out
our guide, no strings attached.)
They said that their primary purpose in checking ID's was to limit
of one of its services, the Course
Evaluation Guide, is a policy issue best addressed by the UA
president and the CEG chairman.
My concern is the validity of the
results. One student 'compared
.the procedure to that of Soviet
elections and bread lines and declared that the results would be
biased because some students felt
they were compelled to vote. I
fail to see how a referendum conducted to gather student- opinion
can be compared to an election
with pre-marked ballots, conducted to legitimize a regime.
In, counting the ballots, we
compared votes from Monday,
when most of the problems
arose, and Tuesday, when we
posted signs and made sure that
our poll workers did not give the
impression that-'votingk was re,qiire. - and found nonsignificant
'differences- fin i -voting 'b-havior.
The vote totals differed by at
most, -one 10th of one percent'

Campus Police should not
conduct searches-at events
/The Tech received a copy of
this letter addressed to Campus
Police Chief Anne P. Glavin.)
Last Friday night, I was at the
Psychedelic Furs concert in Johnson Athletic Center, and was
shocked to see MIT Campus
Police searching students before
they were allowed into an -MIT
building. I want to know when
you allow Campus Police to
search students without any prior
warning, probable cause, or a
search warrant.
It is my understanding that
MIT police are deputized Cambridge Police officers, and that
they are therefore required to behave accordingly. Searches without probable cause are not acceptable police procedure, and
are in fact criminal. When, for
safety reasons, people are
checked for bottles at other, offcampus concerts, the management does not attempt to use police due to the intimidation
effects and more importantly the
severe legal implications of being
searched by a police officer. The
fourth amendment of the Constitution explicitly protects against
searches of people without probable cause.
When police start to randomly
search students without warning
that is extremely intimidating. I
want to know if you authorized
this and whether you intend it to
continue? When is it considered
acceptable, by you, for Campus
Police to search students? As the
MIT Campus Police do not follow Cambridge law it is necessary
that the existing Campus Police
search policy be made public.
To get a search warrant the
things that are to be searched for

must be described to a neutral
judge, who can then decide
whether to grant the warrant.
The Campus Police at the Athletic Center did not even explain
what they were searching for.
Any illegal material that was
found would have been tainted
evidence, so it could not have
been used in court unless the arresting officer had "probable
cause beforehand." The Campus
Police again seem to need an explanation of civil rights, and the
MIT community needs an explanation of these searches, and a
commitment from you that MIT
police are bound by the Constitution and thus will not carry out
searches of students without
probable cause.
Adam Dershowitz G

the CEG's distribution to undergraduates, but they admitted they
thought nothing wrong with taking advantage of the set-up to get
people to vote who would not
have otherwise.
At a time when the UAs claim
to represent the undergraduate
student body has been seriously
injured by extremely low voter
turnouts, inflating election participation is disgraceful. An association that respects its constituents does not trick them into
voting. If the UA brags about its
higher-than-normal participation
in this referendum, you'll know
how they achieved the results.
Ellen Spertus '90

Ill

-

r
from day to day.
Another concern was that the
sample was biased in favor of
.continuing students. I have tabulated a sample.of the voters and
determined that approximately 35
to 40 percent of seniors voted,
while 55 to 60 percent of continuing students participated. Given
the fact that seniors are traditionally underrepresented in such
elections and that "seniors"
includes fifth-year students and
dual degree candidates who may
not be-aware of their eligibility, I
do not believe the bias to be significant. Furthermore, there is no
reason to believe seniors would
have causally different opinions
about the issues.
Some students complained that
we told them we had run out of
CEGs._ This was du piaily to.
new Registrar's ,Office

We would like to again address
the automatic number identification issue. This feature allows the
person on the receiving end of a
phone call to identify the caller's
number. Nightline wouild like to
take this opportunity to inform
MIT once again that we are not
equipped with this feature. Our

,,,-p---IA-r
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Graduation Special
Thistle & Shamrock Caterers
Call 492-2522
Free bottle of champagne with purchase

L
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personnel

who'did- not know what CEnts
were and who thought students
were asking for course description books. On the second day,
when we combined- the polling
stations, we had no problems.
- Finally, it is unclear to me why
the results -would have been biased, even if -we had refused to
give CEGs to students who refused to vote. Each question offered a "no opinion" response
which was tabulated and reported. Students who felt pressured
into voting had the option of voting 'tno opinion ' on1 all three
questions. Few students exercised
this option. Had we not coordinated Course Evaluation Guide
distribution anld voting, turnout
would have been mnuch lower and
students would have complained
that only the activists voted and
that therefore the referendum
was unrepresentative.
It is the opinion of the Election
Commission that this referendum
was a fair and accurate assessment of campus opinion on these
issues.
Dave Atkins '90
UA1 Election Commissioner
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Cash in

on

your education
right away
At Harvard Book Store, we pay top prices for
used paperbacks and used textbooks. And we
pay cash...immediateh3! See us today to cash in
on your education right xway!

phones are unable to give us any
information regarding the caller's
identity.
We would also like to address
the concerns of some recent callers. Yes, Nightline is both a
counseling and information hotline. We treat both counseling
and information calls with the
same respect. As far as making a
counseling call, if the issue is serious to you, it is serious to us.
We encourage you to call us with
any questions or concerns. All
calls are, and will remain, completely confidential.
Jan Marie Hernandez '91
for the Nightline staf

b

t

Staff of Nightline addresses
some student misconceptions
We, the staffers at Nightline,
would like to address a couple
popular misconceptions about
the nature of our telephone hotline. We are concerned that these
misconceptions may interfere
with our service to the MIT community, and we would like to
take this opportunity to correct
them.

-a

1256 Mass. Ave., Cainbridge (Harvard Square)e 6(96-1616
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Book Buying Hours
9:30-5:30 nMlonday'trough Saturday
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Eiko and Koma paint strikingpicture of human anguish
.:

.:

EIKO AND KOMA

:

A

.

Emerson Majestic Theatre, May 3-5.
By ELIZABETH WILLIAMS
IKO AND KOMA, the Japanese

E

dance pair, returned to Boston
last weekend to a full and enthu-

siastic audience at the Emerson

Majestic Theatre. Made possible by the
National Performance Network Creation
Fund, the program was presented by
Dance Umbrella, a leader in unusual and
experimental dance ill Boston.
The performance, 70 minutes with no
intermission, featured two pieces "Night Tide" and "Passage." Eiko (female) and Koma (male) performed, as they
do in much of their work, entirely nude.
This technique is perhaps most compelling
for its lack of eroticism, for the two bodies seem often more like abstract shapes
than bodies. The nakedness is also an extremely effective tool for making the audience feel the vulnerability of the human
spirit.
At the beginning of the first piece we see
the backs of the dancers. They kneel towards the audience with their buttocks
raised, presenting themselves seemingly in
the form of two rocks. Their motions are
slow, almost imperceptible, and they seem
to change position without one seeing
them move. They perform in a shallow
pool of water, reminiscent of a puddle,
which fills almost the entire stage. The
only sound is the gurgle of water. The two
forms move painstakingly, the object of
their movement being to eventually touch
and embrace. Their progress is tortuous
and filled with frustrated attempts as well
as recoils from one another. The piece is a
striking picture of the anguish of the human quest for closeness and the inevitability of always being somewhat alone.
At this point in the performance water
begins falling lightly from above, creating
the dismal effect of light drizzling rain.
Eiko and Koma continue to portray their
reaching out to one another through the'

Eiko (right) and Koma in "Nurse's Song"
remainder of "Night Tide" and in
"Passage" as well.
Both dancers are skilled in control of
their bodies. Eiko, in particular, holds herself in many unusual, contorted positions,
emphasizing herself again as a shape, not

a person. in one of the rare scenes. where
they use props, a wet red cloth, used- to
cover Koma's body is effective because it is
so striking. As the pair said in an open
question-answer session after the performance, the red was used to illustrate the

inside of humans - the blood, the womb.
> Eiko and Koma's original techniques
and the basic human experiences they so
eloquently express make their performance
a riveting!--experience. Onae cannot look
away from the stage fofr an instant. ""

I

For undergraduates interested in the new MINOR peogmiSin Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences MHASS)
contact the appropriate field office:
Anthropology/Archaeology .. .
Economics ... ............... .
Film and Media Studies ...
Foreign Languages ..........
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... .E52-380 ....... 3-095 1
.... 14N-414, ........ 33599
.... 14N-307 v .e...3 -4771
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ee......

French

German
Russian
Spanish
. . . E 5 1-2 I10........ 3-4965
.............. ........ ..
History ........ .... · · · · · · .
History of Art and Architecture ................................... 3-303.... ........ 3-5133
Literature......................... .................. ................ 1 N-409 ........ 3-3581
.14N 207 ........ 3-3210
.........
music
e ..... ... .......... .20D-213 ........ 3-4141
Ph-ilosophy .e.........................ee .........
Political Science................. ............................... .E53-460 ........ 3-364 9
Psychology ................. ........................................ .E10-008 ........ 3-0280
- . .E51-128
-.. . o *-.
-....
....... 3-0457
Science, Technology, and Socity .. * ... ....e
.W16z015 ....... 3-2877
Theater Arts........
.7-338C . ....... 3-4409
Urban Studies and Planning...............
e.....................
.e4E-316 . ....... 38844
Women's Studies ..................
.14E-303 . ....... 3-7894
Writing...................... ....... ................................
0.

.............-
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For general information contact the HASS In.formatio' Ofie 14N-408, x3-4441.
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Shakespeare Ensemble experiments in scene night
scene, taken from Othello, was rather dry,
even though Greg Swieringa '91 gave a
thrilling performance as the main character; his monologue at the end of Act III,
Scene iii was excellent.
The second scene presented, from As Is
by William Hoffmanl, was one of the best
of the evening. Swieringa and Chris Crowley G play Rich'and Saul, two estranged
lovers who are slowly realizing the effect
of AIDS on their lives. The actors' portrayals, especially. Crowley's, of-homosexual men getting a "divorce," was touching.
Ulrich's direction of the opening scene

NEVER

;AID THAT! IT Shakespeare Ensemble.
4-101, May 10-12.

By SHANNON MOHR

announced to the audience before
the production of the MIT
Ensemble's ShakeS BRECHT WYArT ISBELL '90

inopportunity for the actors and directors
o experiment. He added that in this
pring's evening, each of the nine scenes
were totally unlike the others. Isbell's
laim proved to be true as the Shakespeare
,nsemble's choice of scenes provided
omething for everyone.
Only three of the nine scenes were actuilly from Shakespearean works. Of these,
particularly enjoyed Act I, scene v from

Only two of the nine scenes were not up
to the par of the others: Act I from The
Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar

Wilde and Act III of The Hfunted by Eu-

An interesting switch was provided by
The -Wrong Man, a short play written by

Zichard III, directed by Kermit Dunakle-

Laura Harrington. Isbell and Maria
Cheryl S.. Casquejo '91 play John and Nadia, who encounter each other at a party,
but refuse to go through the regular formalities of meeting. Instead, they make up
a situation inl which they have met before
anld take turns in adding to this story. The
play is very sensual, and the two actors are
effective ill sending out this emotion to the
audience.
Harry Teplitz '91 is a good Felix under

,erg. Debbie Wells '92 was a very convincng Juliet: Her performance and interacion with the Nurse (Bronwyn Campbell
3) was comfortable and true to life as
iuliet expecting news of her lover, Romeo.
Both actors in the Richard III scene

vere excellent. Lindasusan Ulrich '91's
,,nd Charles Roburn '91's portrayals of
knne and the yet-to-be-King Richard were
nagnificent. The other Shakespearean
-'

-- I

gene O'Neill. In both of these, the actors
seemed stiff and not as comfortable in
character as in the other scenes. Hussein's
and Casquejo's performances in The
Hunted seemed rushed and unenthusiastic.
On the whole, the Shakespeare Ensemble's performance of these nine scenes was
truly enjoyable, and thoroughly challenged
and exhibited their acting abilities. Judg-

Durang made -this scene very enjoyable.
Imtiyaz Hussein '91 and Wells do a wonderful job in making this scene - in
which the two, as Bruce and Prudence,
meet after contacting each other through a
personals ad - very humorous.

lorthwick-Leslie, and Act I, scene iii from

'-

-

a

r'v~~,r'tr'I~4r~r~r'Y~v,~iT~Yn7;I

ing from the variety of scenes presented in
this scene night, the ensemble is a group
of extremely talented actors and actresses.

DANCE WORKS IN PROGRESS
MIT Dance Program.
Directed by Beth Soll.
Sala de Puerto Rico, May 4 and 5.

By ELIZABETH WILLIAMS

I =
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The Tech PerfonningArts Series announces

I
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b
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AMSTERDAM BAROQUE ORCHESTRA
Established in 1979, the Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra is an international
chamber orchestra of the top baroque specialists from the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, and the United States. The
program Will include Bach's SInfoniofrom Cantata, Double Kio4n Concerto in
D minor, Suite No. in C Major and Mozart's Divertimeneto 1h F Major, and
Symphony Nof 29 in A Majr. A' presentation of the Boston Early Music
Festival.

Tremont Temple Baptist Church, May 12 at 8 pm.
.t'

MIT price:.$5.-4

c:

1

MAwSTERWORKS--CHORALEAI ;
i

The Masterworks Chorale, Allen Lannoin, artistic director, will be presenting
Handel' IMe~lns'ftypt.
- i
Sanders Theatre, May 12 at 8 pmn.
6
MIT price: $6.

Tickets are on sale at the_ Techhrology Community Association,
W20450 in the Student Center. Of/ice hours posted on the door.
Callx3-4885 for furtrhei information.
TheTech PerformiingArtsSeries,aservicefortheentirelM lcommunity,
from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper,
in conjunction with the Technology Community Association-,
MIT's student community service organization.
q
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Dance Program
,fferings
are
mixed in style and guality

cll

J..-'

SHlAKESPEARE

of Beyond Therapy by Christopher

?omeo and Juliet, directed by Andrew

-U" I
c
I

N1R.A\VI'ILL.0t1 "B ORB'

from Neil Simon's The Odd Couple.

Crowley's portrayal of Oscar, however, was
rather disappointing.

AShakespeare

peare Never kid That! scene nights are

JoeSAPAKESPEARE
Vanderway '90's direction of a scene

b

VERY SEMESTER

the MIT Dance

Program sponsors student works
in progress under the direction of
Beth Soll. Last'weekend's offerings were mixed both in terms of style and
quality. Although some of the pieces on
the program were inventive and compelling, others were unoriginal in style and
imperfect in technique. A common flaw
was the use of moves which were either
overused and typical, or'overdramatized.
Of the better pieces, 40utside In," choreographed'by Douglas A. Galbi -G. was
'distinctive for its varied modes of expresSion.1't begins with four bodies writhing
on the floor in silence. This bizarre motion becomes recognizable as the movements, of dream sleep when a buzzing
alarm sounds and the dancers arise to perform morning calisthenics. They then go
on to perform the activities of society in a
similar exercise-like manner, giving the
audience the sense that humanity mechanically fills up its time with activities it
considers useful.
The musical selection -"Satisfaction"I
by the Rolling Stones -sums up the frustrating human search for the correct way
to occupy time as a lone jogger circles the
writhing dancers on center stage.
----

I

"Factors of Two," choreographed by
resident artist Jeffrey Pike, seemed an interplay of the relations between both people of the same sex and people of different
sexes. Although poignant and questioning
on the issue of communication, it seemed
at times too random and longer than
necessary.
David Oury performed well technically
in the "The Rumble Fisherman," choreographed by him with Juliana Angel. He
appeared in control and comfortable with
his body as he went through a series of
interesting moves.
"Brahma Visnu Siva" was well performed by Debabrata Ghosh '91. The
piece was an illustration in dance of an Indian poem recited by Animesh Goswami.
Ghosh's extremely expressive style was
well-used as he portrayed the story of Indian gods. The ornate Indian costuming and
stylized movements made the piece a cultural experience for the audience.
The final piece, "Wide Road," choreographed by resident artist Catherine
Musinsky, showed the contrast between the
poor and the well-off. Costumes in conjunction with the vivid facial expressions
of the dancers gave the piece force and
power. The music, by King Sunny Ad6,
was also well chosen.
Other pieces were not as creative and
unfortunately detracted from the overall
program for the evening.
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MAIL BOXES ETC.
The Packing & Shipping Specialists
Will Be On Ca;mpus May 21 - May 25
Mon & Tues
Stratton Student Center
Selling Boxes, Tape, and Shipping Supplies
Wed, Thur & Fri
Locations throughout campus
for shipping

·zp

Locations & Schedule to be announced!
Watch your mail box.f9tf!f

·e

for early birds visit our full service
store at One Kendall Sq. Bldg. 600
or
for pickup by appointment call:
494-1500
This space donated by The Tech
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AT3:30P.M.
HUNTINGTON HALL
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TAKIING STEPS
Written by Alan Ayckbourn.
Directed by Polly Hogan.
Starring Sheila Ferrini, Jeremiah Kissedl,
James L. Walker, Ron Ritchell,'Peter
Snoad, and Marguerite Rigoglioso.
At the Lyric Stage, April 18 to May 27.
By DAVID HOGG
and ROBIN KULLBERG
-takes place in a Victorian manor that is badly in
need of renovation. The play
starts with Elizabeth (Sheila
Ferrini) and her brother Mark (Jeremiah
Kissel) talking in Elizabeth's bedroom'
Elizabeth, an aspiring dancer, is about to
leave her husband.
While they are trying to coordinate her
escape, -however, a solicitor named Tristram (James L. Walker) arrives to represent Elizabeth's husband, Roland (Ron
Ritchell), in the purchase of the house
from their landlord, Leslie (Peter Snoad).
Between Mark boarding his ex-girlfriend
(Marguerite Rigoglioso) in the house, Roland's early return home from work, and
each character's complete misapprehension
of all the others' comings and goings, the
production quickly becomes a frantic comedy in the spirit of Shakespeare's Comedy
of-Errors.
TAKING STEPS

Much of the humor of Taking Steps relies on its meticulous choreography. Although the action'takes place on three
floors of the house, a single one-level set is
used for the entire performance. Parts of
the floor are "steps," on which the actors
mime climbing and descending to reach
the various ""roorms" of the manor.
So, whnle the audience can see all the
action in the house simultaneously, each
character is unaware of the actions of
others who are ostensibly on other floors.
At one point Tristram, thinking that the
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and no more

entertains,

house is empty, hears the footsteps of Elizabeth overhead. Believing that they belong
to the ghost of a murdered prostitute, he
looks up and follows the footstep's across
the ceiling in terror as Elizabeth crosses
the other side of the stage.
Unfortunately, the sight gags and general confusion alone are not enough to save
us from the relentless string of recurring,
or at least cliched, slapstick. Much of the
action is designed to titillate the theater's
sexually-repressed and largely middle-aged
audiences. For example, when Elizabeth
thinks that the leather-clad Leslie is trying
to rape her, she throws him to the ground
and clamps his head between her thighs.
Fortunately for The Lyric Stage, the audience came with expectations no greater
than those with which they watch episodes
of Family Ties.
To be fair, the actors delivered many humorous lines, and we were often laughing.
However, the comedy made the common
error of reserving its "point" - the futility of mankind's search for freedom - for
its few somber moments. This would not
be such a grave problem if this sincerity
was not completely hackneyed. The play
says nothing new, and in no interesting or
original way.

.

:Taking Steps is strongly reminiscent of a
television sitcom. It is funny at times, but
it seems to hold the opinion that, humor
cannot be used to convey a serious theme
or idea. The play is designed for an audience that wants to be entertained, but no
more. Rather than pay $15 to see Taking
Steps, our readers would be well advised
to watch a few hours of prime-time television any weeknight: They may lose the experience of live performance by a compe- t7- -n " A-I
Sheia F,.
JryKse.
A
Rop Ritin Tain Step
tent company, it they will getall-the
humor and, jist;-as much insight.
Peter Snoad, Sheila Ferrini, Jerry Kissel, and Ron Ritchell in Tbaking Steps
~~~~~~~~~~~~.,
;
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Return

completed applications by 5pm, May 14 to the CAC Office. Interviews will be at
5:30pm, May 16 in W20-553. Questions? Call Ted Johnson (CAC) - x3-3913, DougI
Stetson (President) - x5-7290, or Conrad Yoder (Secretary) - x5-7352.
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Fountain a mnetapor&fo
FOUNTAIN
Directed by Yurri Mamin.
Written by Vladimir Vardunas.

Starring Asankul Kuttubaytv, Sergei
Dreiden, Zhanna Karimtaveya, and
Victor Mikhailov.
Museum of Fine Arts, May 11 at 7:45.
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[FREEDOM IS PARADISE]
Written and directed by Sergei Bodrov.

Starring Volodya Kozyrev, Alexander
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By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUR

doubtedly reply, "How can you not?'
That healthy attitude goes a long way
toward
!! e making the film work, as does
.x.aMarninis
obiusly solid grasp of the

freedom that Sasha accidentally discovers
the location of the prison where his father
is being held. Sasha decides to see his father, and so he escae again. Afe liter~il-

t

-

TF FOUNTAIN AND CEP are any indication of the jewels that Soviet cinema
has to offer, it makes one wonder
why Soviet films are not more widely
distributed in the West. Both Fountain and
CEP are well-crafted, emotive films that
spring from, and speak to, the harsh and
bleak realities of contemporary Soviet society. Yet both films effortlessly connect

bilities of success -and even relevance -
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Sasha is not quite the standard urban

of perestroika.
of this sounds hopelessly bleak, but
>rMFYuri
->..director
Mamin puts it all into perAi
S s~~~~o$~/>;_ ~spective with dashes of humor that alterHi<nate
between the whimsical and the satiri|_
gcal.
His humor is disarming and effective,
_
and _seemns wholly justified. If someone
.Xgg\|were
to ask Mamin how can he laugh at a'
as bad as this, he would un-

d30

iXB

It tells 'the story of a 13-year-old boy
named Sasha Grigoriev who has lived in
reform schools all his life and who does
not. have any parents or guardians. His
mother died long ago, and he has never
met his father, who is serving a jail sentence. Like most kids in a reform school,
Sasha is known as a problem child. So he
periodically escapes from the school and
wanders around until he gets discovered
and has to return.
street-kid. He is equally at home wanldering in the countryside, meeting different
types of people. He also does not like to
talk very much. He just sits quietly, absorbing acts of kindness and cruelty without revealing anything he might feel inside. It's an attitude of self-defense that
says not to trust anybody, one that reveals
just how early on in life Sasha lost any
hint of childlike innocence,
It is on one of his periodic jaunts of

Bureyev, Svetlana Gaitan, and Vitauwas

Tomkus.
Museum of Fine Arts, May If at 5:30.

It is very easy to see the crmbling
building as a metaphor for Soviet society
and to Westerners it helps drive home just
ihow
daunting a task Mikhail Gorbachev
and other Soviet leaders face today inl addressing the situation. At one point, the
building manager nihifistically tells Lagutin that the system "all rotted away years
ago" %d>.
and would have collapsed except for
the "stupid
v¢ ~t,,a
heroism" of idealistic young
5Xew>
workers like Lagutin. This amounts to a
*X_+wholesale indictment of 70 years of Soviet
'lhistory
and casts deep doubt on the possi_
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_ F

with their viewer by presenting differing
technical issues of filmmaking.
ly traveling thousands of miles, he finally
but true-to-life responses to surroundings.
The
Xl*.
one. unfortunate
F...e ...
aspect to the fitl arieathepsowc sahay
* * * ,0, * * 9 % all - +
<
~~~~~though, is the ending. Just as the commu- guarded island in the Arkhangelsk region.
Sasha escapes from reform. school nity begins working with each other, and
Sasha and his father meet at this- point
Of the two, Fountain is more whimsical,
while a friend stands gurard in (DEP. just as there seems to be some sign -of in the film, and all the emotions held back
satirical, and humorous, and towards its
hope, the film takes a wild step toward the' for so long finally begin to flow. The,
final minutes it even gets downright
out to be a big mistake, since Lagutin's fa- fantastic. It is not a comple'te leap into sci- film's portrait of this' meeting is'devastatsurreal. It is about the people who live in a ther-in-law has spent a lifetime conserving ence fiction,, but it is is.,-a particularly inlgly rich and touching, and-' he -simplest
housing complex where the elevator
every drop of water while surviving in the strange way to end a humorous film about picture of father and son sleeping in the
doesn't work, there are cracks in the sup- desert.
-social
decay. Although any ending would same room together brings home how even
porting walls, and the roof is about to
Various other wacky and bizarre characprobably seem unsatisfying, this particular in the most harsh and brutal-environlment
cave in.
ters inhabit the building, like the musician ending comes completely out of the blue the human spirit can still survive.,
Chief Engineer Lagutin is the one who who finds his artistic inspiration by and weakens the tightly constructed film.The existentialist angst that the film
has to deal with all of this, plus face the donning aviator's gloves and goggles and, It's an unfortunate blot on an -otherwise
consistently evokes comes very close to
political pressures from community politijumping off the roof held by a guide wire., praiseworthy film.
consuming Sasha and his father, but when
cians, who have their own version of realiThere's another fellow who sells tulips on,.***
they inevitably have to p~trt_ they do so
ty. That's not-all: Lagutin's Muslim fatherthe black-Market anld grows them in his
-with
renewed~hop~--that-th-eaniultiinately
in-law arrives to visit from~the desert.- He
apartment, fillingg every nook and -cranny.
The see
nd film, CEP(an acrqnmta
reul thir;h".Th clsin-hto
doesn't speak any Russian, and so everyThe building and its occupants sopn begin. stands'frateo is Paradise"), is by Sasha being driven 4',awb .gU -Xr
one ends up, yelling at- him to communiresembling an asylum community, and one far" the mo
bol
mtoilyivovn
nd
u
r
t
ae
i
cate. Lagutin. gives his father-7in-law a job
person even exclaims. at one point, a.I can't honest, being both wrenching and touchbetween father. and son with perfectas the building's plumber -which, turns
live in this madh-ouse anymore!"
.-.
ing at the same,tinter
Piaetu"dt pg
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SDC Distribution

The
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ButVWe're GoingPlaces!Are You?
SDC Distribution is a leading software reseller and marketing firm. And while everyone elsecried
poor, we cfied too - all the way to the bank. Our yearly1 50% growth is prompting us to hire new
tQffldoE

Don'tXYou Deserve GrowingRoom at the Beginning of. Your Career?
You will wear many hats - customer support, product evaluation and development, markeffng liason, technical wniter, and more. We offercmpetitive salanies and unmatched op rntu.Oeo
orfre
representatives recently opened our new office - in Dortmund, West Germany.

Are You Mtore Than Book Smart?
Because we are an uncommon company, we need an unusual individual. Send us your resume and trank
script, but be good in more than theory. You need common sense, drive, alove of hard work,and a desire
to go places. Please have programming experience; knowledge of PC/M~ac products very desirable; good
verbal and wnitten skills a must - fluency in a foreign language a big plus.

01.

Send resumelfransmnptto:

SDC Distribution
5 Pond Park Road
HnhMAA02043
At:m Edk Shermanl
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Bodrov elicits expressive acting in
addressingbleak Soviet realities

A w'acky musiCian -fiddles

on thee roof in Yuri Mamin's Fountahr7...,.

rr-

AM--

t

(Continuted from page 12)
precision.
It was director Sergei Bodrov who guided his own script to fruition. Bodrov's
camerawork and directorial style is hardly
flashy, but it is nevertheless most effective
and appropriate. The most sophisticated
Bodrov gets is to use jump cut editing in
disorienting ways, especially in the film's
first half. This induces the viewer to lose
track of the continuity of time and events
in the same way Sasha and his father have
blurred their memories of the past. To
them, the only thing that really matters is
the present - the here and now - and
things like "history" and "past' are measured only by the hazy passage of dimlyremembered, indistinguishable days.
Bodrov constantly blurs the passage of
time in his film, not only with his editing
but with the abruptness with which characters are introduced and then dropped
shortly afterwards. This virtual parade is
repeated many times in the film with different characters, but the characters always seem like real people, never stilted or
cartoonish.
These characters point to what is perhaps Bodrov's most important achievement: the performances he elicits from his
actors. Bodrov's portrait of Sasha as a
scrawny, laconic, emotionless kid is extremely believable, and it is quite a credit
to Volodya Kozyrev - the young actor
who portrays Sasha - that Sasha's eyes,
face, and body are so expressive. The utter
simplicity of Kozyrev's performance is
what belies its eloquence. Also effective is
the father, whose tough-guy faqade is
fortified' with piercing dark- eyes and a
completely shaved head..Again, it is the
physicality of the actor's performance that
creates the father's compelling screen presence. There are no excessive gestures or
explicit verbalizing. This restrained style of
acting complements the laconic, show-noemotion attitude the characters have

·- s

--

le

---

---

adopted.
Bodrov's approach also leaves plenty of
room for the viewer to think, to feel, and
to fill in the gaps. This helps ensure that
viewers are active participants rather than
passive observers. The result is an enriched
experience that seems all the more real and
honest because the viewer has made a significant contribution toward creating it.
Less is more in this case - any other approach would most likely not have been as
successful.
All of these qualities come together to
create a haunting portrait of the crushing
burden Sasha and his father face in their
situation, which is equally if not more desperate than the plight of the wacky characters in Fountain. By speaking to these concerns, both films are fueled to a large
extent by nihilism and by existentialist
angst. However, whereas Fountain wanders off into the fantastic, CEP ends with
a stirring reconciliation between father
and son that is also -in its most basic
form -a reconciliation of the clash between existentialism and humanism. This
is what transforms the deeply personal
into the wholly universal, and for all the
angst in the film, CEP is the one that truly
ends with a signl of hope.
In this respect, CEP is reminiscent of
Wim Wenders' Wings of Desire and some
of the road movies of the 1970s. The bleak
realities addressed by Soviet films like
CEP and Fountain have become open
game ever since glasnost became a household word. One could make valid comparisons between the current general resurgence in Soviet cinema and the advent of
the nihilistic film noir era in American
filmmaking when censorship ended immediately after World War II. Of course, future film historians will sort out these historical comparisons in time. For now, these
two films -and particularly CEP -are
of value socially and politically as well as
artistically.
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classified advertising
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Kendall Square: Walk to MIT and T.
New 3 floor townhouse, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, garage, central
a/c, fully equipped kitchen, washer/
dryer, yard. $1500/mos/lease. No
pets. Available 7/1190. NO FEE.
491-0992.
Inman Square: 3 floor contemporary townhouse, 3 bedrooms, 11/2
baths, off-street parking, private
garden, modern kitchen. $1500/
mos/lease. No pets. Available
7/1/90. NO FEE. 491-0992.
Crimson & Brown Associates, a
rapidly growing provider of targeted
recruiting services, seeks campus
representatives to supervise magazine distribution, coordinate campus publicity, and act as student
liaisons this fall. Earn up to
$1,000.00 or more. Send resumes
to: Crimson & Brown Associates,
1430 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite
1003, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Please indicate summer address
and telephone number.
Attention - Hiring! Government
jobs - your area. Many immediate
openings without waiting list or
test. $17/840 - $69,485. Call
(602) 838-8885. Ext R4058.
Brown and Finnegan Moving Service. Local. Long Distance. Overseas. No job too small. Reasonable
rates. Frequent Trips all NE, NY, NJ,
DC, VA, PA 364-1972 or 3618185. dpu 27229 icc 3328.
i

.
e
*
*
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valuable!-

LL·l

Wolfram Research Inc., developer of Mathematica,
a system for doing mathematics by computer, is
growing rapidly, and is looking for individuals in
the following areas: Algorithm and Language/
System Software Development, 30 Computer
Graphics, Software Quality Assurance, Mathematica Evangelism, Technical Writing, Sales and
Marketing, and academic sabbatical projects implementing specific algorithms.
Opportunities available inChampaign, IL,as
well as some inEurope and Japan. Summer positions inChampaign available immediately. Send resumes to: Wolfram Research Inc.,
P.O. Box 6059, Champaign, IL,61826.
Fax: 217-398-0747. Email: resumes~wri.com

Attention: Easy work! Excellent
pay! Assemble products at home.
Details. (602) 838-8885 Ext.
W-4058.
New York Exchange - looking for
ambitious people to plan and host
parties/events at N.Y.C. nightclubs
for professional elite. Great opportunity for those wishing to climb
the social ladder. Call (212) 4394700 anytime.

Ammrica~

Red Cross

,WbffmmRewPw

Call for
your
appointment
today

FOR SALE! Refrigerator in good
condition. I will defrost for you.
Call 225-6107 if interested; $75 or
best offer.
Jobs for Peace
$200-350/wk, evenings. Make a
difference this summer! Join
CASA's Public Outreach staff to
stop the war in Central America.
Career, PT, and summer. Harvard
Square. candy 492-8699.
Professional Camera System
35mm Rolleiflex 3003, eight Ziess
lenses, flash, etc., etc. Lists new
+/- $10,000. Will sell at below
Ne2w York discount of $6000. Steve
225-0505 ext. 842. Serious inqui8
r
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CThe American Red Cross 1979
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jawimi
WITH A MAtOR LONG
DISTANCE CARRIER

I

STUDENT
II I
MARKETING MANAGER
Sales orlented student needed for
marketino/promotbn posbtlon.
Rosponsibl for hldng, coordinatng
and
1an amups organzatlon
Oproatuni to work Prmotions
oR MprOntat. Ecelent pay. Fexibeb

Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an oceassional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking transl'tors for:
* Arabic * Chilnese * Danish * DAuchI I
X Farsi & Freonli, M 6en
d Greek
70 Itazlin * Japan s8e 0 Korean

Your
foreign
language
ability

IIII-

Come Join The
Mathematica Team

WANTED: 2 Sailing Instructors
Renowned Jr. & Sr. Programs
On Cape Cod
Hard work, excellent benefits
Call Dick Currier at:
H (617) 868-1937
W (617) 354-0800

The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years); $44 one year 1st class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment reguired.
-
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house All work on campus. Must be

on
camp 1:tand
available 1-2 wesf
priorto
of clase.
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STUDEN T ASSISTANT
MARKETING MANAGER
Student'wi "stongsal4JoirganfiaBanal: sldl nedW for campus ..
promotions. Must be on campus and
evalbbl 1-2 weft prior to sW of

A Nobwegln & Polish o Portuguese
0 Rornsinlian 0 Spaniosh* Swedish

and others.. .
. A...
IAhto-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also

P

r

,

.

available.

Foreign language typists also needed.
AN thk work can be done in Vour
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,located a block north of the Central Sq.
subway station.

For application and test
translation call Ms.
Linguistic System is, Inc. DePhillips

116 Bishop Allen Drivi
2o
Cambridge, MA 02135v

864-3900
-
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
prod,outgoing saleOmarketing
Oroup-heded to represent our
products and seov during an on
campusfundralsr. Ecelbnf pay.
Mud be on campus and avalable 1-2
wreel prior to siart of lases.
For more Inforratlon, send
resume to: Amrcn Potage
MedlaCorsoraion,
Lout 018wnce Markeing
0211 Wed Howerd Sdeet
Chicago, IL 60048
or call (800) 727-6783.
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THE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
PRESENTS:

It:)s: TI-To:

_

Pack It In!

I

_

Make The MIT Coop at
Kendall and The Coop at
Stratton Center your headquarters
for all the things you need to pack
up for summer and for sending
things home.

e

I

ii

Packing Supplies
Check List:

i_

ScotchO Brand Tapes including -package sealing tapes,
filamnent/strapping tapes, Magic tape
arnd'double stick tape in a variety of
lengths and widths. 950-$7

ROAD TRIP!

6

a

JUST $45.00!1

INCLUDES ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION (BUS) AND LODGING
AT McGILL UNIVERSITY.

······---

GET INFORMATION AND A RESERVATION FORM
OUTSIDE 50-222 (WALKER) OR CALL x3-2195 FOR MORE
DETAILS.
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M-F 9:15-7THIR' 7TIL 8:30
SAT 9:15-5:45
I

::: j.·.' ·.I. .:·.

Jlffymx padded mallers,
sizes 0through 7. 200-80

~I-

STRATTON CENTER

IE 'THE
Ir

3 CAMBRIDGE CENTER

II.
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··.·.:.·.'2''."
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MIT COOP AT KENDALL
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C

Kraft paper, 2 1/2"X50". 1.98
Corrugated Cartons:
$1 1
21 2 "XC21/2"X121/2"
14 12"X11X7 112". 750
PVC Tape, 2"X60 yds. $2
Balls of twione. s1.594-4
Sanford felt tip package marker&

SEE THE INIFNAI[IONAL JAZZ FEST!
LEAVE: JULY
RETURN: JLY

i:

gq4 MASS AVE.
M-F g:15-:30

SAT 10-4
I
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Whitaker College denies Wolfe tenure
(Continuedfrom page 1)
department which, in BCS, dergraduate Education Margaret the case, switching from a small eryone in the room it was differmeans the vote of all tenured L. A. MacVicar '65, Dean of the majority in favor to unanimous ent. ... It is a mistake to imply
tenure.
that there was a critical aspect"
His undergraduate class, Intro- faculty members.
School of Humanities and Social approval of Wolfe. Bizzi attributof
consensus, he said.
If'the department recommends Sciences Ann E Friedlaender ed this marked change to the fact
duction to Psychology (9.00), has
While
Smith said the council
an enrollment of over 400. Twen- the candidate for tenure, the case PhD '64, and Merritt, who "went that "the standard rules were susreviewed
the
case "de nova" each
ty percent of this year's freshman must still be approved by the out of their way, quite on their' pended, giving specific recognitime, he did admit that "there
class was enrolled in the subject, school council, the Academic own initiative," to push for his tion to him as a teacher."
The case was "treated as an ex- was a bit of a bias." When a dewhich has been oversubscribed in Council, and the president. The tenure.
final step is the Executive Comrecent years, Merritt noted.
In response to the efforts of ception," Bizzi explained. "Es- partment head chooses to bring a
Wolfe is "radically generous mittee of the MIT Corporation, this group, Deutch created the sentially we said MIT obviously case forward despite the negative
with his time, thought and ener- which legally confers tenure.
new position "specifically direct- wants to recognize and make a conclusion of the department, or
The case can be rejected at any ed at Dr. Wolfe, but contingent specific position for a teacher the case is resubmitted to the
gy," Merritt said, "immediately
willing to volunteer, for service on level, but if one level does not ap- on the approval of the depart- who has a significant role in the council as an exception, "it gets
committees." A member of the prove the case, the head of that ment and Whitaker school,"
department and the School of extra scrutiny," he noted.
Smith said that while the opHumanities."
IAP Policy Committee, Wolfe level may bring the case to the Bizzi said.
Deutch said he was "pleased
has taught a freshman advisor next level himself.
The "first time around, re- tion was open to him to take the
"Every tenured faculty mem- that the Office of the Provost in- search and teaching was evaluat- case to the Academic Council deseminar for the past three years,
often gives a lecture for freshmen ber in the department had the op- tervened in this matter, in a way ed, but the second time was spite the negative decision, he
during Residence/Orientation portunity to discuss and vote,"' in which demonstrates the value we specifically in recognition of would not do so. He would "run
against the advice of the council
Week and was a speaker at the the Wolfe tenure case, Associate place at MIT on undergraduate teaching," Bizzi said.
.only
if I strongly disagreed with
Institute Colloquium on "How to Provost and Vice President of education."
Smith refused to explain why
its
advice,
and I do not," he said.
Research Kenneth A. Smith '58
This offer led to a significant Whitaker council denied Wolfe
be Different" last year.
Smith confirmed that he did
Wolfe estimated that he de- said.
change in the BCS judgment of tenure the second time. "For evhave "an informal discussion"
votes 50 percent of his time to
with the Academic Council, the
undergraduate education, and
next level up in the tenure pronoted that he teaches "more uncess. However, he did this only to
dergraduates than the rest of my
inform the council of his decidepartment put together."
sion, not to solicit the members'
After watching the psychology
opinion s on whether the case
department in the School of Hushould be brought before them,
manities and Social Sciences be
he said.
restructured into the brain and
"Basically,"' Smith said, it is
cognitive sciences department in
"the
end of it." It is "unlikely
1986, Wolfe helped develop a mithat
there will be intervention
nor program in psychology in the
[since]
the provost said to mne
Department of Humanities.
that he felt it was closed."
Wolfe said he has been at MIT
Wolfe agreed that his chance of
"for all of my adult life." He rereceiving tenure at MIT "is essenceived his doctorate from MIT in
tially dead."
1981, at which time he became a
11
lecturer. He has "been on the
tenure track since 1983."
Merritt spoke "with assurance
about [Wolfe's] quality as a
'teacher." He "'is inspiring,' Merritt expliined. !He is able-to take
a large- classroom :full of students
A--and shrink--if-downtb aAdiscusston-siie' class .'-,Wolfe is "a
Tech file photo
.natural
alom*,_.b~d-P=lc-4tacher.`
Associate Professor Jeremy M. Wolffe PhD '81 receiving the Baker Teaching Award last
t.sWolfe w~asrii
ot cotnp~letely sur- year. Wolfe, who was recently deniedI tenure, teaches the popular Introduction to Psychol-prised he
deciog, (9.00Yt)) coarse.,
Cunlt!d~ev Io .1
.;.
-C g
w~~~~nre. '
.wn nd((
.,
-.
;
-went n;tiaS tItE-my'·
eyes
Smiith --- wo as director of
Owen- e sa- .
.Ztot- gpoor, Whitaker heads the college's
-1
native v
a
council - said the Wolfe cask <
-I
li
T-Three--years ago- when Wolfe was judged,,
by "service,
teaching
came up for promotion to asso- and research."
ciate professor--he underwent a
BCS initially voted to approve
With ViGlride Tlhe Wtdlfs
"mini-tenure process," 'he said. Wolfe's position as a tenured facNumber One 286 Laptop PC*
At that time, Bizzi gave him "a
ulty member, but not by a. strong
very clear indication that I had majority. Nonetheless, Bizzi felt
Never Looked Bented!
already gotten all the points I that there were "broader MIT inneeded in service and teaching, terests" apart from departmental
[and] that I should now be devot- ones which needed to be consided to research," Wolfe explained.
ered, and so hle brought the case
At that point, Wolfe "made a before the Whitaker council.
For Kvneed lapm PCpe
_
P
rC nce
As often happens when the
conscious decision that if they
4 MousA
gmsapi rs~o "2
were going to tenure me, it would tenure candidate has not received
soft=, supm~blwe 28" ft&.Ws~
be because I'm a good pro- the unanimous approval -of his
ZW1WN
IN
NJ0
)A7 WS AGAI
Laptop
number crunching never looked
fessor."
department, according to Smith,
so good. Wdth its Bnght Mkb* bacldd LCD
display, Zenith's SupersPort 286e delivers
the Whitaker council voted to
The tenure process
crisp text, dazzling graphics, and superior
deny Wolfe tenure.
='
.
I
contrast to rival many conventioal desktop
Like other schools, MIT canThe process did not stop there,
monitors... no matter what the lighting
not keep faculty indefinitely however, as BCS faculty and ac^a\
\
\\
|
~~~~~~~~~~~~~condithons
are.
without tenure. Before junior demic administrators joined tofaculty members have served gethler to forge an appeal. Wolfe,
tS t^.i
t ~~~~~~~~~~~~soXphistcated VGA appica-aon, Including
eight years or reached age 35, who was away when the appeal
\ \ t.=;b~~~~~. \ \\R
Ul~~tose desined for coor monitors, which can
|
\ Or . \ \g ~~~~~~~~~be displayed through 16 corresponding
whichever comes later, the Insti- was made, was impressed by the
vAla; .
\
\\
S ~~~shades of gray. So you can enjoy alevel of
tute must make a tenure decision. efforts of his colleagues.
AX
\''^''ta~~t.S^
'M'-"^'tz ~
J,productivitytatfar exceedsmostother
The process, which has not un"People who knew about the
\ \ <Ib iiw~~~~~~~~~~~~~portables ...inor out of the offc.
dergone any major revision since case were very much in favor of
\
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Id eal for sales, consulting, insurance,
its beginnings in 1940, involves it . .. in the sense of working
I_ g _ g ~~~~~~~~~~~~audits and more, the advanced SupersPort
five steps. The first and most im- hard on1 it," he said. Wolfe also
= _ I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8e isalso loaded wfth hard-riving 286
\~~~~~~~~~~spee and power to taickle huge spreadsheets,
portant step is approval by the noted the efforts of Dean for Un_2 , ~~~~~~~~~~~files and databases Plus, SupersPlort 286e
M¢nes on Zenith's Intelligent Power Management
__
_-S
~~~~~~~~~~~Systemwm which puts power usage in your
I_
- = 1
g
~~~~~~~~~~control
for over four hours of non-stop
I_ i_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~battery life.
._
S
~~~~~~~~~~~So
put Zenithl Data Systems! VGA.
g
~~~~~~~enhanced SupersPlort 2W* tote test Once
S E ~~~~~~~~~~~you do, your prospects for greair productivit
ing members from the organizaW~~~~~~~~~c
Bf will beclearlyin sight
(Continuedfrom page 1)
tion," and was not based on any
Delta Pi "falls between the Streligious" or "discrimllnation"9
issues.
cracks," Arnonne said.
"We believe the charges [the
Advisor to Fraternities and Independent Living Groups Neal national] had against the chapter
It-A0/zw
~~~Formore infonnma x,pkavse contact:
H. Dorow welcomed Delta Pi to were valid, we Just don't agree
the 1FC at the meeting. In refer- with the way they responded," he
de 9
~~CESS COMPUTERS
i
ence to public discussion on the added.
(617) 4944772 or
During a meeting yesterday bereorganization of AEPi,, Dorow
said, "Let's just quiet down tween Lubowsky and Rabbi Danabout this.... Some parts of iel Shevitz, Shevitz "expressed his
the Jewish community [feel] that concern that anti-Semitism could
this may be an anti-Semitic be interpreted from the. situaissue."
tion," Lubowsky said.
glut Lubowsky said that "as far
Dorow emphasized that MIT's
decision to derecognize the fra- as we're concerned, there are no
'80uwa
C,,ol" sftf
mlc
G~h: Wi.b,^ 11
pmftut and 0W
Memost C-tpOr.
O 19J9, 2-1hDe SbIms
ternity was a result of the "way anti-Semitic motivations within
i
[the national] went about remov- our house.'
_
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IFC votes to recognize

newvDelta Pi fraternity

Zenith Data Systems
(508) 250-1940
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carand
truck rental
akgo:
* Self service hMac & IBM
* Full-service offset printing
and xeroxing

(CtICtral %iqw~re,
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jjYOU CAN TAKE
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617/868-4140
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IT WITH YOU

MOVING
A5DS

ji

LOCAL AND ONE-WAY RENTALS AT LOW RATES.

f1slw

FULL RANGE OF TRUCK SIZES AVAILABLE.

mvartongof
a sie

· EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MOVE ITYOURSELF.
| FREE INSTRUCTIONAL MOVING GUIDE.

FOR RATES AND INFORMATION

i-

AT A LOCATION HEAR YOU
CALL:

June thru September, 1990

i

W

|

z

Non-stop service! Mix'N Match!
Immediate Confirmations!

,{

GATEWAY

BRITAIN

PARIS

New York
Boston

$129-$259
S159-$249

$199-S279
$219-$289

Each way based on round trip Departure taxes andfees
(S11 Eastbouna and up to S20 Westbound) not included
Particpating carriers are British Caledonian. and
Trans Continental Airlines See Tout Participant Contract

1,

for Details

FORM A GROUP..
EARN A
FR£E TRIP!
1-800-344-8360
American Travel
In CT
5ervices, Inc.
1-800-522-6286

L
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*Coupons redeemable for up to $10.00 worth
of moving supplies with truck rental
Offer expires 6/30/90
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